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If you are looking for an unusual and fun model
to bring to the field, you can’t go wrong with
Maxford’s DH.2.

See additional photos and
video in the app and online at

www.ModelAviation.com.

Geoffrey de
Havilland’s
unusual fighter
becomes an
ARF

F
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ull-scale World War I aircraft
have a distinct character. A prime
example is the de Havilland
Airco D.H.2. Designed by Geoffrey
de Havilland, who would later go
on to form the de Havilland Aircraft
Company, the D.H.2 was a moderately
successful fighter with a pusher engine.
The pusher configuration was
chosen to allow easy mounting of a
machine gun in the nose without the
hassle of firing through the propeller
arc. Despite its ungainly looks and
moderate speeds, it was an effective
fighter and many pilots became aces in
the D.H.2, including the famed James
McCudden.
I have a great fondness for the
unusual-looking D.H.2, stemming
from hours of flying it in the old PC
game, Red Baron. When Maxford USA
introduced its ARF DH.2, I couldn’t
resist the opportunity to review this
unusual model.
It is a notoriously intricate aircraft,
which makes an ARF version especially
appealing.
www.ModelAviation.com

Construction
As an ARF, much of the hard work
has already been done for you. The
main prebuilt parts are the fuselage, tail
feathers, tail struts, and wings which
are broken down into seven sections
with wrinkle-free, iron-on covering. The
manual is 17 pages long and contains
some black-and-white photos and
diagrams.
The manual contains too few photos
for a model of this complexity. Several
times I had to pause to comprehend
what was being described when a simple
picture would have greatly clarified
things. After I completed the model,
I found an addendum to the manual
posted on Maxford’s website. It appears
that the company is trying to address
any deficiencies in the instructions.
The first step is to attach the lower
wing center sections to the fuselage.
There are two carbon-fiber wing spar
tubes. One is load supporting, while a
shorter, smaller-diameter spar serves as
an alignment pin. Although the manual
is slightly vague about when to glue
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The lower structure is built before adding the
top wing. The center part of the top wing cannot
be removed after it is glued in place.

upper and lower wing sections and mounting the prepainted
wood tail servo mount assemblies. There are right and left
booms, so look closely at them before gluing them to the
wings.
Before gluing the tail plates in place, install the servos
because they will be tricky to mount later. To save weight in
the tail, I used Hitec HS-55 microservos, which perfectly fit
the openings. After the servo plates were
test-mounted to the booms, I glued the
center wing sections to the spar tubes.
This is the last chance to check the basic
structure alignment before gluing the
tail supports into place.
Back to the wings, the struts are epoxied
into the precut slots in the upper and
lower center wing panels. Be sure to
firmly press all of the struts in the wings
because some of the slots may be tight.
Although the manual instructs you to
install the landing gear next, I decided
to do so later to make building the
model less cumbersome. The landing
gear is made from heavy-duty steel and
is prebent and soldered as one piece. It
should have no problem handling even
the hardest of landings.
The functional, shock-absorbing tail skid adds a nice scale touch to the model.
The tail feathers have a tab-and-slot

these spars in place, it is okay to glue them to the fuselage after
they are properly centered.
Next are the tailboom assemblies. These are made from
composite material with a few wood pieces in strategic
locations. The rigging eyelets are preinstalled with 2mm
screws. Much work went into the tailbooms at the factory, so
assembly on my part consisted of simply gluing them to the
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Wire wrapping, available at many electronics stores, worked well to hide
the servo lead extensions.

connection in the tailboom mount so alignment is easy.
Because the wood is painted where you are supposed to glue
the tail on, I lightly sanded off some of the paint to ensure a
good glue bond. The scalelike tail skid has a working springloaded shock absorber.
Because the servos are in the tail, it is necessary to run two
long servo wire extensions. The manual recommends using
wire ties or black tape to affix the wire extensions to the
lower boom. I used black spiral cable wrap available at many
computer and electronics supply stores. It looks like a plastic
coil and does a good job of both holding and hiding the servo
extension wires.
With the tail completed, installing the HS-81 servos into

A clever, adjustable motor mounting box will fit a variety of motors. The
wood blocks around the perimeter are for mounting the dummy engine.
Bare wood was painted to match the covering.

the lower wings was quickly done through the removable
mounting panels. Finishing the basic structure involves
epoxying the remaining vertical struts into the outer wing
panels.

Finishing
Mounting the motor and dummy engine were challenging
because the manual, although descriptive, lacked any good
photos showing how it should be done. After some thought
and test-fitting, I found that by recessing the motor mounting
box into the fuselage by roughly 1/8 inch, I could glue the
wood blocks partly into the corners of the motor box opening

AT A GLANCE ...
SPECIFICATIONS
Model type:
Semiscale electric ARF
Skill level:
Intermediate builder; intermediate pilot
Wingspan:
50 inches
Wing area:
755 square inches
Length:
42 inches
Weight:
Four pounds, 10 ounces
Power system: 400- to 700-watt motor with 60-amp ESC
Radio:
Four channel with four servos
Construction: Built-up wood structure
Covering/
Iron-on covering
finish:
Price:
$219.99 for ARF; $14.99-$39.99 for optional detail items

Propeller:
APC 11 x 5.5E
Radio system: Hitec Aurora 2.4 GHz transmitter; Hitec Optima 7 receiver;
two Hitec HS-81 (ailerons) and two HS-55 (tail controls)
servos
Flying weight: 4 pounds, 5 ounces
Wing loading: 13 ounces per square foot
Flight duration: 5-plus minutes
Full throttle
45 amps, 640 watts, 148 watts
power:
per pound
PLUSES:
• Excellent flight characteristics.
• Nice scale looks.
• Removable wing option.

TEST-MODEL DETAILS

Motor:
Speed
controller:
Battery:

Uranus 35425 outrunner motor
Uranus 60-amp ESC

MINUSES:
• Too few pictures in the instruction manual.
• Would have liked to have had ailerons on the top wing.

Turnigy four-cell 3,300 mAh 50C LiPo

www.ModelAviation.com
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to attach the dummy engine.
The vacuum-formed dummy engine is well detailed,
although not overly so. It comes prepainted with gloss black. I
sprayed a flat, clear overcoat on it and hand painted the valve
lifter rods silver.
After the electronics were installed, it was on to rigging
the1mm-diameter, braided-steel bracing wires included in the
kit. Some parts of the rigging are functional, holding the outer

The open cockpit screams for details
and Maxford provides plenty of
optional details.

wing panels in place if you chose make them removable. The
wire eyelets—repurposed fishing-line swivels—are preinstalled,
although the screws need tightened and should be threadlocked.
Wiring the rigging is not hard, but it is time consuming.
The manual describes the process through diagrams and
descriptions. Tension springs and aluminum clamps keep
everything in place while presenting convincing-looking
bracing.
My review kit came with the optional pilot, cockpit
instrument panel, and Lewis machine gun with extra
ammunition drums. They greatly enhance the aircraft’s scale
looks and you will need the extra weight in the front. The
sticky decals appear to be the markings of Maj. Lanoe G.
Hawker, the first British ace.
I sprayed a light overcoat of Rust-Oleum clear satin to
conceal the covering’s glossy finish.

Flying
Per the manual, some nose weight is needed for the listed
CG location. Even with a 4S, 3,300 mAh battery, it required
about 19 ounces of lead. Even with the extra weight, the wing
loading was still a light 14 ounces per square foot.
The cockpit battery hatch is held on with magnets and
provides ample access to the battery compartment.
At the field I realized that I had forgotten to bring extra
propellers so I was limited to flying with a 10 x 7E APC
propeller (as opposed to the recommended 11 x 6 one).
Pointing the Maxford DH.2 into the wind and fully advancing
4
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the throttle, the model tracked well with slight right rudder
needed to hold it straight. The tail came up and it was quickly
airborne.
The initial climb was adequate but not spectacular and it
needed mostly full throttle to maintain any type of speed. The
handling in the air was wonderful with no noticeable vices in
flying qualities. The recommended controls throws are fine
although I did slightly increase the aileron throws because I
like my controls more sensitive.
The CG setting was conservative and I removed a
small amount of weight before each subsequent flight.
I eventually removed 7 ounces of weight, pushing the
CG back to 21/2 inches (1/2 inch back from the stock
location) from the LE with no ill effects. That, coupled
with changing to a 11 x 5.5E APC propeller, enlivened
the model. Climbouts were much more aggressive and
run time increased because of more efficient, partial
throttle cruising (and it was much quieter). The 11 x
5.5E propeller drew slightly more than 45 amps at full
throttle on the 4S battery.
Now, with an optimum propeller and lighter weight,
it was time to see what the DH.2 could do. The
airplane is fun to fly. All of the normal stuff—loops,
rolls, spins, and stall turns—can be done with ease.
The roll rate is not particularly fast because there are
only ailerons on the lower wing (the full-scale Airco
D.H.2 had ailerons on the top and bottom wings),
but it is good enough when you crank up the throws.
Snap rolls are intensely fun because it builds momentum when
you jam the control sticks into the corners. Sustained inverted
flying is surprisingly easy for a WW I model. Only a moderate
amount of down-elevator is needed.
Landings are no problem because the airplane can slow
down to a crawl. Maintain a small amount of throttle on final
to counter the drag and it will settle in with a slight flare. The
landing gear is fairly forward and wide tracked for a WW I
model, so it doesn’t have a tendency to try to flip over once it
is down.
If you are looking for an unusual and fun model to bring to
the field, you can’t go wrong with Maxford’s DH.2.
—Fitz Walker
flying_fitz@yahoo.com
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